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Executive Summary 
This report describes the design and implementation of a functioning video production media 
asset management (MAM) system designed specifically to facilitate the preservation of digital 
public television programs and associated content at public television station WNET in New 
York.  
 
The implementation of a preservation-compliant production MAM at WNET followed on the 
completion of the NDIIPP Preserving Digital Public Television project (PDPTV), a six-year 
partnership between public television stations WNET and WGBH, the Public Broadcasting 
Service (PBS), and New York University.  PDPTV sought to address challenges and develop 
solutions for the preservation of born-digital public television content, primarily by developing a 
prototype digital repository at New York University.  After several years of testing, and many 
lessons learned, repository staff concluded that without the adoption of standard file formats and 
the consistent collection of uniform metadata at public television stations, the repository would 
not be able to scale to serve the wider public broadcasting community.  The processing required 
to ingest diverse file formats and inconsistent and haphazard metadata records that did not 
conform to any standard was simply unsustainable.  The project concluded that, “this is one of 
the biggest problems that public broadcasting will have to solve in order to design a successful 
long-term digital repository.”1 
 
US public television production has traditionally been performed by numerous fiercely 
independent production units, sometimes several within a single station, using a variety of 
working methods, tools, and formats.  Archiving in the analog era was typically an afterthought, 
performed locally on an ad hoc basis by only a handful of dedicated stations.  The result was 
that databases were homegrown, catalog records incomplete, and archives contained a 
multitude of tape and film formats.  
 
As public broadcasters moved to file-based workflows and environments in the digital era, these 
practices proved not only challenging for preservation, but also extremely ineffecient for day-to-
day production and distribution operations.  WNET recognized the irreconcilable shortcomings 
of the traditional production working methods as they moved to file-based workflows.  They also 
saw the opportunities that the digital transition provided to streamline creation, distribution, and 
archiving procedures for all business units within the organization.  New tools, protocols, and 
policies would be needed, including a robust and versatile Media Asset Management solution.   
 
WNET’s MAM was designed to adhere to a set of core principles that address the dual 
requirements of production and preservation.  These include the systematic collection of 
metadata throughout production, management of a limited number of standard file formats, tools 
and technical integrations to enable the flow of media and metadata from inception to archiving, 
use of the PBCore metadata standard, safe and efficient internal storage of content, and 
automated exports of rich packages for distribution and delivery to a preservation repository.  As 

                                                
1“Repository Design Report With Attached Metadata Plan” by Joe Pawletko, 19 March 2010, p. 2. 
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can be seen throughout the System Description in this report, every aspect of the MAM’s design 
has been carefully thought through to ensure effective and reliable production, distribution, and 
preservation. 
 
The selection, development, and deployment of an appropriate MAM has not been without 
challenges.  Changing the institutional culture and working methods of the entire organization is 
an ongoing process.  Yet the new system has already helped WNET to create more rich and 
standardized preservation packages while creating efficiencies in the production process.  As 
the MAM is used for more projects -- including new production projects and the American 
Archive Content Inventory Project -- more and more born-digital content will be preserved for 
future audiences. 
 

Project Description 
The problem 
The US public media system is large, diverse and independent.  With over 1000 autonomous 
television and radio stations, as well as a number of distributors, it is without a central authority 
or governing body.  Its distinctive nature allows for many positive outcomes, including the 
creation of unique local content, innovative marketplaces, and distinct voices.  Yet there are 
drawbacks to this model.  One of the most alarming is the lack of a preservation mandate 
throughout the public media system.  It is the responsibility of each individual station, production 
company, and distributor to archive their own content.  There are no guidelines, standards, or 
best practices distributed to the system to help content producers and broadcasters develop 
procedures and policies for preservation.  The result is that only a handful of public media 
members have formal archives, which leaves program preservation largely as an afterthought 
and performed locally on an ad hoc basis. 
 
As public media production and distribution transitions into the digital era, the lack of 
preservation practices amongst content producers is becoming increasingly problematic.  
Decisions about file format selection in support of longevity and future reuse and the capture of 
metadata sufficient for collection management cannot be left until the archive stage of the 
content lifecycle -- by then, it is too late.  Decisions made at the point of creation and throughout 
the production workflow carry critical long-term implications.  Furthermore, file-based content 
cannot simply be put on a shelf and ignored for years until it is needed again.  Digital files 
require ongoing management in order to be preserved, accessed and reused over time.   
 
Preservation is difficult for public media content producers and broadcasters who are burdened 
by deadlines, shrinking budgets, and a revolving door of new projects.  Without tools, workflows, 
and policies in place that both facilitate archiving as well as serve the broadcaster’s own needs, 
it is hard to change this reality. 
 
At the same time, the transition to file-based workflows within public media environments opens 
up unique opportunities to streamline the preservation process, increase internal reuse and 
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public distribution, and potentially create untapped avenues for monetization of archival content.  
The key is recognizing this potential and putting systems and procedures in place that will make 
lifecycle management a component of the production process from inception to archive. 
 

Project history 
The challenge of preserving born-digital public television was recognized early in the digital 
transition. WNET in New York and WGBH in Boston, which together produce roughly 60% of 
national prime time public television series, in partnership with the Public Broadcasting Service 
(PBS) and New York University (NYU), organized Preserving Digital Public Television (PDPTV) 
as a collaboration to introduce digital preservation issues and practices to the public television 
system.  Funded by the Library of Congress through its National Digital Information and 
Infrastructure Preservation Program (NDIIPP), the project formally began in September 2004 
and the primary research and development phase was completed in March 2010. 
 
The goals of Preserving Digital Public Television included: 

● The development of a model preservation repository for born-digital public television 
programs. 

● Selecting, modeling, and implementing appropriate metadata standards to support long-
term preservation and access. 

● An examination of issues surrounding preservation and access of born-digital public 
television, including selection criteria, intellectual property rights, and sustainability. 

● Raising awareness of preservation issues throughout the public media system. 
 
The outcomes of PDPTV include the prototype repository at New York University, which 
continues to manage over 80 hours of content that were submitted by WNET, WGBH and PBS 
during the project period.  The project also produced and disseminated the following final 
reports: 
 

● “Preserving Digital Public Television Repository Design Report with Attached Metadata 
Plan” by Joe Pawletko (NYU), March 2010.2  

● “Intellectual Property and Copyright Issues Relating to the Preservation and Future 
Accessibility of Digital Public Television Programs” by Katheleen Maguire (NYU), Nan 
Rubin (WNET) and Kara Van Malssen (NYU), March 2010.3 

● “Strategies for Sustainable Preservation of Born-Digital Public Television” by Yvonne Ng 
(NYU), Nan Rubin (WNET), and Kara Van Malssen (NYU), February 2010.4 

 
These and all earlier reports produced by PDPTV project are available on the project website at 
http://www.thirteen.org/ptvdigitalarchive 

                                                
2http://cn2.wnet.org/thirteen/ptvdigitalarchive/files/2010/03/PDPTV_ReposDesign_2010-03-
19.pdf 
3http://cn2.wnet.org/thirteen/ptvdigitalarchive/files/2009/10/IP-Report-fin.pdf 
4http://cn2.wnet.org/thirteen/ptvdigitalarchive/files/2009/10/PDPTV_SustainabilityStrategies.pdf 
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By all measures, the project was a resounding success.  The prototype repository, especially its 
metadata approach, continues to serve as a model for other digital video preservation initiatives.  
Reports generated by the PDPTV team are being referenced in new, large-scale projects, such 
as those of the European PrestoPRIME audiovisual preservation consortium.5  And indeed, 
awareness of the need for preservation strategies across the public media system has been 
raised: in 2008 the Corporation for Public Broadcasting allocated funds to establish an American 
Archive of public media.  At the time of writing, the American Archive is undertaking a massive 
inventory of holdings across the system, preparing its first large-scale digitization effort, and 
developing plans to create a system-wide digital archive infrastructure. 
 
The project also raised awareness of how production and distribution practices can create long-
term preservation challenges at the PDPTV public media partner stations.  This recognition, 
reached after years of dialogue and testing between the public television stations and the NYU 
repository, instigated a resolve amongst the partners to address evolving digital production 
workflows and implement more archive-friendly approaches early on in the product lifecycle. 
 

NYU Preservation Repository 
The PDPTV prototype repository at NYU was built on top of the existing Preservation 
Repository (PR) infrastructure developed by the university’s Digital Library Technology Services’ 
(DLTS) team.  The PR design is based on the Reference Model for an Open Archival 
Information System (OAIS), an ISO standard that provides a framework for understanding the 
functional requirements of a digital preservation system.6 The overarching architecture of the PR 
is content-neutral, meaning it can manage preservation of diverse media and content types.  
Project-specific processes are required to support the unique needs of certain collections or 
content types.  Public television content was new to the repository, and procedures had to be 
developed in order to collect, organize, process, and ingest a wide range of program file 
encoding formats, which also employed an array of wrappers and metadata standards.   
 
Between 2006 and 2009, policies, workflows, and custom software were developed to enable 
the repository to aggregate and ingest high-resolution (production quality) program masters 
from project partners WNET and from WGBH, drawn from national public television programs 
such as Nature and Frontline, and lower-resolution (broadcast quality) distribution versions of 
the same programs supplied by PBS.  The Submission Information Packages (SIPs) supplied 
by the public television partners included the essence (video) files as well as metadata exports 
from each institution’s database.   
 
Amongst the public broadcasters, there were no common file formats or metadata models in 
place.  While a decision was made fairly early on that the video files would be accepted and 
archived in their native format, the metadata was a bigger problem.  The repository had to do 

                                                
5http://www.prestoprime.org/ 
6http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/650x0b1.PDF 
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extensive research to identify metadata standards that would be an appropriate match for 
losslessly mapping source data and extracting and storing embedded technical metadata, as 
well as develop crosswalks and code to enable automated mapping to the identified metadata 
standard, PBCore.  As each submitter had a different data model and format, the mapping and 
development processes had to be repeated for each entity, a resource intensive process.  
Inconsistent and incomplete records from each institution meant that ensuring database exports 
with minimum metadata requirements for ingest processing was quite difficult. 
 
Ultimately, DLTS staff determined that the repository was not scalable to serve system-wide 
public broadcasting needs primarily due to the intensive processing that had to occur before 
content could be ingested.  This issue created enormous bottlenecks that would only be 
amplified with additional submitters.  The conclusion is summarized in the Repository Design 
report by Joe Pawletko, Software Systems Architect and Technical Lead at NYU, where he 
states, “We learned that functions cannot be automated without uniform standards for 
processing metadata or file formats, and this is one of the biggest problems that public 
broadcasting will have to solve in order to design a successful long-term digital repository.”7   
 

The metadata problem 
Why are the lack of standardization and incomplete metadata records a problem?  First, a 
preservation repository cannot effectively preserve content that contains little to no descriptive 
information, essentially because it cannot provide access to the files, either to repository 
administrators or to end users, without providing them with the ability to search and browse.  
Second, requiring the repository to create descriptive metadata that will allow retrieval of the 
content is both expensive and ineffective -- expensive because it requires repository staff to do 
extensive research, and ineffective because the quality and extent of their metadata will not be 
nearly as complete and well informed as what the content creators themselves could potentially 
provide.   
 
The key, and the challenge, to mitigating this problem, is to implement an infrastructure and 
workflow on the production side that gives the content creators the tools and training to input 
descriptions that can flow through to other users and systems, including broadcast distribution 
systems, web content management systems, and preservation environments.   
 

Historical production processes of public media con tent producers 
Public media content is produced in a highly decentralized manner, making it particularly difficult 
to manage content in a way that ensures its preservation and efficient reuse.  Although a 
number of larger content producing entities, such as WNET and WGBH, distribute and/or 
oversee the production of a disproportionately large amount of public television content, there 
are many independent production entities, each with their own production processes, even 
within a parent entity like WNET.  Fundraising and production for each individual project or 
series is typically managed by autonomous teams, many of whom are organized ad hoc.  As 
                                                
7“Repository Design Report With Attached Metadata Plan” by Joe Pawletko, 19 March 2010, p. 2. 
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such, each production group or team is free to take its own approach to archiving, which 
includes not archiving material at all.  Additionally, the ad hoc formation of production teams has 
led to a fragmentation of production styles and the use of diverse methods and tools for 
production.  Although many productions are run at WNET, there has historically been no “WNET 
way” or set of best practices in use by all production teams, nor is there an easy way to 
communicate such a set of practices or procedures. 
 
Thus, the concept of metadata being carried throughout systems in the content lifecycle has not 
been feasible.  The spreadsheets and documents that producers use do not feed into the editing 
process, nor does any of this information find its way to the broadcast traffic and scheduling 
system, the web content management system, or the archive catalog.  In order for such 
communication to happen, the production teams must either undertake to convey that 
information, or people from these other areas must seek it out from the production team.  As a 
result, necessary metadata at each stage of the production and broadcast workflow is delivered 
in haphazard fashion, and when delivered must be entered by hand into the individual systems 
specific to each department.  There is little room for standardization given the distinct needs of 
each system and the different practices of each user group.  In the end, the organization winds 
up with less complete, less timely and potentially less accurate data, while doing significantly 
more work than would be necessary with a uniform platform and streamlined workflows. 
 

Transition to digital is an opportunity to improve processes 
The solution to the inefficiencies and loss of valuable data in historical production processes lies 
in standardization of methods of communication between technology systems and 
standardization of production workflows.  Media and metadata created during the acquisition 
process -- such as a camera shoot in the field -- need to be in formats that can be ingested into 
the production system without loss of data.  In order to simplify management of media 
throughout production, acquired media and metadata should be produced in or transformed to a 
small number of “house standard” formats, using established transformation processes.  
Similarly, information needs to flow from one phase of production to another, allowing the 
creators of the content to continuously add to and refine the classifications and annotations of 
the media being created.  When content is distributed outside of the production organization, 
again there need to be a standard set of processes to create the target media and metadata 
package formats required by entities that the content is being delivered to. 
 
In order for this standardization effort to be successful, and to establish the unified workflows 
necessary to ensure the integrity of metadata, WNET’s solution is to address the decentralized 
nature of production and the low priority of archiving and reuse by providing production groups 
with a common set of digital tools that streamline and facilitate the production processes 
producers consider most important, e.g. ingest, storage, editing and playback.  However, by 
designing the tools with integrated archival features in a way that does not disrupt or place new 
burdens on producers, we believe that we can co-opt the existing production work effort to 
essentially “crowdsource” the creation of robust content descriptions across the organization.  
Similarly, by making instant access to the archive an integral part of their standard production 
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environment, we believe that producers will begin to see the archive as an indispensable 
resource for every project.  This we hope will spur a virtuous cycle, whereby the value of the 
archive becomes increasingly apparent to producers as they create new content, such that they 
will consciously act to ensure that any new content they create is properly captured in the 
archive.  This is why production tools and workflows are an integral part of successful 
preservation of public media content.  Without including these tools, we would be adding 
responsibilities and workflows to the production process, without easily being able to confer the 
benefits of the new workflows back onto production teams. 
 
Technology for producing and distributing audio and video is rapidly evolving.  Tape-based 
workflows are increasingly becoming unsustainable due to obsolescence of equipment and, 
therefore, rising costs.  Due to public media’s distributed ecosystem -- production of a single 
program might involve several production companies and distributors -- organizations that have 
historically only supported tape-based workflows now frequently receive content as digital files 
or are required to deliver digital files.  Therefore, every public media organization is under 
pressure to upgrade their technology and train their staff on new tools and procedures.  WNET 
sees the need to migrate to file-based workflows as an opportunity to implement production and 
distribution systems that are uniform across the organization, use industry standard media and 
metadata formats, can share data all the way through the production process, provide tools for 
collecting media and metadata using uniform processes throughout the production workflow, 
and can create standard packages for delivery of content to other organizations, including 
preservation repositories. 
 

Preservation-compliant production Media Asset Manag ement system 
The logical follow-up to the research of the NDIIPP-PDPTV project is to address the deficiencies 
found in the content packages delivered to the NYU Preservation Repository by content 
producers.  We strongly believe consistent processing of media and metadata early in the 
production process will enable much higher quality packages of content for preservation.  As the 
introduction of standardized processes at WNET coincided with the transition to file-based 
production workflows, a new central Media Asset Management system, or MAM, was required 
to manage file-based content across the organization. 
 
A MAM consists of several levels of media file storage, a database to store information about 
the media, tools for automating transcoding and transferring files, processes for importing and 
exporting media and metadata, and applications for users to view, annotate, and edit media.  
WNET aimed to make its production MAM system “preservation-compliant,” meaning that it is 
optimized for creation of standard packages of media and rich metadata, which would include 
the information a repository requires to provide long-term preservation and access to content, 
that can be delivered to a preservation repository as a SIP ready for ingest.  WNET’s MAM 
system also doubles as an archiving system.  All content records, containing a low-resolution 
version of the video and all metadata related to the content, will remain online and directly 
available to users for the life of the system, and can be migrated to a new system.  Because 
they are less frequently accessed, the very large, high-resolution version of media used for 
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production will be written to data tape and purged from online storage, though they can be 
restored from data tape using the MAM interface when needed.  The goal of preservation-
compliance was pursued while acknowledging that the primary function of the system is 
production and distribution.  A detailed description of WNET’s MAM system is in the “System 
Description” and “Appendix” sections of this report. 
 

How our findings can help other organizations 
The MAM system implemented for this project was designed to be a practical and functional 
general purpose real world video production system, that can also produce preservation-quality 
content packages.  The requirements for effective preservation of video content -- including 
descriptive and technical metadata in a standard format as well as open and widely-adopted 
media formats -- have much in common with requirements for efficient digital video production.  
Therefore, not only can content producers interested in preservation benefit from the lessons 
learned from implementing a preservation-compliant video production system, but so can any 
content producer faced with migrating to or improving on a file-based production system.   
 
Thanks to continued funding from the Library of Congress, many of the lessons learned 
throughout the NDIIPP-PDPTV project could be addressed in our implementation.  New lessons 
were learned.  Strategies for transitioning to best practices were tested.  Practical solutions 
were developed and ideas deemed to be impractical were abandoned.  WNET hopes that the 
successes and failures of our attempt to implement a preservation-compliant MAM will serve as 
an example to other organizations transitioning to file-based production workflows.  This report, 
along with the previous NDIIPP-PDPTV reports, will serve as a reference to other content 
producers and broadcasters, who can learn from and build upon our experience deploying a 
preservation-compliant video production MAM. 
 

Organizations that have already benefited 
Numerous other organizations are transitioning from tape-based, or hybrid tape-file processes, 
to entirely file-based worfkflows, implementing new tools, procedures, and policies.  Many of 
these organizations recognize the unique opportunity this transition provides to integrate 
archival friendly practices early on in the content creation lifecycle.  WNET has already met or 
had telephone conversations with a number of diverse organizations interested in seeing a 
demonstration of WNET’s preservation-compliant MAM, learning from our successes and 
failures, and discussing their own respective challenges and solutions.  Some of these include: 
 

● United Nations Department of Information 
● The video production technology consulting firm Control Group 
● Minnesota Public Radio / American Public Media 
● Opera Australia 
● Audio Visual Archive Network (AVAN) 
● Sociedad General de Autores y Editores (SGAE), Spain 
● Students of the Columbia University School of Continuing Education Digital Asset 

Management Masters of Science program 
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WNET is in constant contact with numerous other organizations and individuals through regular 
operations, all of whom learn something about our commitment to preservation, standardization, 
and cataloging.  These include independent content producers, freelance video editors, the 
seven other public television stations in the New York State network, other public TV and radio 
stations throughout the US, major content producers and broadcasters throughout the world, 
and of course NDIIPP partners PBS and WGBH. 
 

Challenges and initial lessons learned 
WNET encountered many obstacles and conflicts in the process of implementing a Media Asset 
Management system and the migration to file-based workflows. Changing production groups’ 
processes to conform to a single, uniform standard understandably presented numerous 
technical and cultural challenges.  This is to be expected given the complete overhaul of the 
existing infrastructure, tools, and procedures that the organization is undergoing.  This transition 
represents a radical disruption to practices that producers have grown quite comfortable with 
over the years. 
 
First, producers had to be convinced that the same product they had been making for many 
years could be created using different processes and tools.  To make them comfortable with the 
change, it was important to take the time to explain how other organizations use the same or 
similar production technology to produce similar programs to those being created at WNET. 
 
Producers had to be trained to use the new tools, and needed to learn to trust the new systems.  
This is an ongoing process, and producers’ confidence has been shaken several times, most 
notably during WNET’s recent move of all production facilities to a new building.  Producers who 
had expected to move videotape to the new facility were faced with the reality that the IT 
department would be responsible for relocating critical content.  In this case, senior 
management’s support of our plan to transition to file-based media management was critical.   
 
Another hurdle producers had to overcome was the new requirement to enter their metadata 
into the MAM, rather than emails, text documents, or on paper, which has been their traditional 
working method.  Making sure every user is trained specifically on input, data sharing and 
collaboration using the MAM is key, and we continue to experience resistance to this change.   
 
Throughout the transition, the urgency of regular production deadlines of “making air” and 
delivering new finished products to distributors frequently led producers to abandon the new 
processes, such as cataloging, we were prescribing to ensure preservation.  Work that is 
perceived as specifically for archiving is left for last or not done.  To combat this perception, we 
emphasize the value that annotation and classification of media will have to the producer’s own 
needs, including ensuring that they will be able to quickly locate the media in the near and long-
term future for reuse (an advantage they have never had before, so it is still difficult for them to 
realize the benefits).  Further discussion of the synergies between the needs of production and 
preservation is presented in the System Description section of this report. 
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While adoption of media file format standards and standard processes for transcoding common 
formats to and from our chosen standard was quick and created immediate efficiencies in tech 
support, adopting standard metadata formats remains challenging.  WNET does not currently 
have staff dedicated to developing and evolving metadata models and taxonomies to describe 
media, which has created ongoing difficulty when migrating production groups to the MAM.  
Each production group has historically used completely different methods and structures for 
organizing text descriptions of their content.  This means each groups’ migration has been a 
new exercise in mapping non-structured data to the internal standard chosen for our MAM, 
PBCore.  For details of difficulties encountered when implementing PBCore in our MAM, please 
see the “Use of PBCore” section of this report, below. 
 
The NYU Preservation Repository creates checksums of files at the time of submission and 
retrieval in order to ensure the integrity of files.  WNET would like create checksums during 
ingest and export to the archive for the same reason, however, we found that this would be 
impossible to implement at this stage given the volume and size of the video files.  The creation 
of checksums and periodic integrity checking is very processor intensive; to operate at the scale 
of WNET’s production, dedicated servers would be required to support this ongoing process.  
Currently, checksums are generated during the creation of BagIt packages for delivery to a 
preservation repository.  Ultimately, WNET plans to create checksums upon ingest and ensure 
that these are carried with the media files and verified during file movement processes through 
all points in the production chain.  
 
Deployment of the MAM is proceeding very slowly.  The amount of technical and cultural 
change required to migrate to file-based production is significant, and the transition has been 
very frequently delayed in order to accommodate whatever new production emergency is 
pressing today.  This will always be a challenge for organizations in public media, which are 
charged with creating a huge amount of content with very limited resources.  Despite the fact 
that WNET’s senior management understands the increased efficiencies of a production 
process that creates rich media that can be reused, the creation of new content will always be 
the priority. 
 

Next steps 
Now that the preservation-compliant MAM has been deployed and tested with a small number 
of WNET’s production units, a plan to implement the system across all departments has 
coalesced.  Over the next year, a wide range of stylistically different production groups will 
transition to our unified MAM system, including the news magazine Need To Know, the nature 
documentary series Nature, and the arts performance series Great Performances.  This will 
provide each new department with tools to better manage their media, but will also enhance the 
organization’s library available for reuse or re-distribution.  As new production groups creating 
different types of content come on board, new production process requirements will present the 
opportunity to refine workflows and functionality shared by all production groups.  Continued 
refinement of production tools and processes will result in higher quality metadata in 
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preservation packages.  In total, as many as 450 users within WNET will be using the MAM as a 
regular part of their work. 
 
Many terabytes of production-quality media have already been ingested into WNET’s MAM and 
producers have produced new programming entirely in the MAM, entering metadata throughout 
the creation process.  WNET’s staff will continue to produce new content in the MAM, and as 
the system is deployed across the whole organization, media in the MAM will be reused in new 
production projects. 
 
Numerous processes for exporting media and metadata have been defined to deliver packages 
of content to WNET’s partners.  One of these processes generates a package that can serve as 
a Submission Information Package for a preservation repository such as at NYU or the Library 
of Congress’ National Audio Visual Conservation Center (NAVCC).  WNET will perform a 
delivery of sample packages to NAVCC in 2011 to demonstrate the ease with which a 
preservation-compliant MAM system solves the operational problem of connecting media 
production to a preservation repository. 
 
WNET has received an IMLS grant to develop the MAM for educational uses.  The current 
system can export content in any format and features tools for collaboration, so that a finished 
show can be taken by another department and turned into something new.  The goal of the 
IMLS grant is specifically to design a workflow and a set of tools to turn WNET’s programs into 
educational packages for web distribution.  The outcome will be an automated pipeline to 
Teachers’ Domain, a platform for distribution of public media content appropriately 
contextualized and segmented for classroom use. 
 
WNET will remain an active member of the National Digital Stewardship Alliance, the 
consortium of organizations tasked with sustaining the progress in the field of digital 
preservation that was initiated by the Library of Congress and NDIIPP partners as an evolution 
of the original NDIIPP project. 
 
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) has begun a massive initiative -- The American 
Archive project -- to address the need for preservation and access across the entire public 
media system.  CPB’s current efforts are focused on the American Archive Content Inventory 
Project (AACIP), a comprehensive inventory of all public media content assets, which are being 
consolidated in a PBCore-based unified catalog.  WNET’s inventory project is one of the largest 
in the system and will rely heavily on WNET’s MAM.  The preservation-compliant features of the 
MAM developed as a part of the NDIIPP project will make the inventory process possible for 
WNET; without this system the inventory process would be too costly for CPB or WNET to 
support.  Specifically, the tools for entering metadata at each stage of the production process 
allowing staff with different areas of expertise to contribute to the body of documentation of an 
asset will streamline the inventory process.  Because WNET’s MAM can export customized 
packages of media and metadata, including metadata as valid PBCore, WNET will be able to 
use our MAM for all AACIP inventory activity, then export all data to the unified American 
Archive catalog.  The AACIP will be the impetus for migration of WNET’s legacy catalog to the 
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MAM and will also result in creation of new records in the MAM for content which has never 
before been cataloged, including content created as early as 1962.  Migrating the records in 
legacy catalog systems that describe physical film and video assets to the MAM is the first step 
toward eventually digitizing the assets and creating digital preservation packages for all of 
WNET’s assets. 
 
Finally, WNET will continue to host other organizations faced with ensuring preservation of 
media through the transition to digital file-based production and distribution.  WNET encourages 
others to request more information from WNET about our MAM system, and to share their 
experiences incorporating preservation best practices into production. 

 

System Description 
Core design principles 
From the outset, WNET has been committed to the selection, implementation and deployment 
of a MAM system that features core design principles which are central to an efficient production 
process as well as to preservation.  As mentioned previously, the needs for each are not 
mutually exclusive and do not have to be in conflict with one another in a production-oriented 
environment.  Thus, it was key that the synergies between these processes be enabled within 
the MAM through the following functional requirements: 
 

1. Ability to pre-configure automated exports to any t arget media and metadata 
formats.   As indicated in the Repository Design Report by Joe Pawletko at NYU, the 
Submission Information Packages delivered by the public media partners were 
inconsistent and often too incomplete to be ingested into the repository.  WNET 
recognized that in addition to the need for preservation-compliant exports, they would 
also need consistent file-based exports for many other distribution needs, such as to 
web content management systems, to PBS, or to other third-party marketplaces, as 
each of which have their own requirements for media and metadata.  The creation of 
automated processes for delivery of export packages to identified partners was thus an 
important requirement for both production and preservation. 

 

2. Integrate systems for active production and archivi ng.   One of the key goals in 
implementing the MAM was to effectively enable the production of new content, the 
reliable archiving of that content, and the reuse of legacy media, all within one system.  
WNET’s MAM supports this requirement, introducing a number of benefits.  First, each 
user in the production chain can annotate asset records, contributing to the overall 
intellectual description of the content.  Second, because reusing existing content is 
generally cheaper than sending a camera crew out to capture new material, the system 
enables easy search, retrieval, and re-purposing of archived content.  Finally, a user 
accessing archived content creates a type of on-demand quality control -- if there is any 
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problem with the accessed footage, a system administrator can be notified and evaluate 
the problem. 

 

3. User tools to enable capture of new media and metad ata at every stage of 
production.  Before implementing the MAM, WNET assessed all stages of production 
where new content is being created: in the field, in the studio, during edit, etc.  For each 
stage, automated procedures have been created for ingesting content of that type into 
the MAM.  Because the MAM allows for the creation of custom forms for users at 
different stages in the workflow or in different departments, the viewable fields can be 
customized to suit the user’s role.  An example scenario where this feature becomes 
very useful is during a rights review process.  Formerly, a producer and a staff member 
of the rights department would evaluate the rights status of a piece of content by 
watching the footage together and then document their findings and comments to one 
another on paper and in emails.  Today, this process can be performed collaboratively, 
in real time or asynchronously, directly within the MAM.  Furthermore, the asset record 
can be annotated to contain their findings as to who owns which pieces of the content 
(tied to timecode), and whether the clip was used in a new production at WNET.  This 
information is valuable not only to the current users, but also any user who may have an 
interest in reusing that same footage in the future, or who would want to understand the 
rights and clearance procedures that were conducted. 

 

4. Technical integrations to enable flow of media and metadata from inception 
through preservation.  Traditionally, each production unit has had their own content 
creation and organization procedures.  Now that production is being streamlined into one 
uniform system, it is important that files are created and managed consistently in the 
field.  In order to ensure that files are named and organized in a way that facilitates 
automated ingest, producers are given training on best practices for file and folder 
naming in the field.  This prevents content from being lost or misplaced before it is 
ingested into the MAM.  Likewise, upon ingest into the MAM, all content is replicated 
immediately across the hierarchical storage management (HSM) system behind the 
MAM, to ensure that media is safely stored.  The synchronization of these types of 
processes help ensure that content travels safely and securely with little to no need for 
re-keying of metadata from initiation to archiving. 

 

5. Use the public media industry metadata exchange sta ndard PBCore wherever 
possible.  PBCore was developed for the description and exchange of public media 
content.  Version 2.0 was released in early 2011, and adoption of the standard is 
spreading within and outside of the public media system.  WNET is committed to 
supporting import and export of metadata conforming to this industry standard.  While 
PBCore does not serve all of our internal needs, nor could the MAM integrate all of 
PBCore’s structural features, the MAM does allow for import and export of valid PBCore 
records.  This feature allows the system to exchange records with external systems that 
require PBCore, such as the American Archive. 
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6. Simplify processes by limiting the number of file f ormats managed throughout the 
content lifecycle.  One of the most limiting operational inefficiencies before the 
introduction of the MAM was the proliferation of digital video and tape formats 
throughout the organization.  Configuring systems to handle new formats and managing 
constant introduction of new transcoding processes is extremely labor intensive and 
inefficient.  Thus, it was critical when introducing the new system to identify a limited 
number of in-house standard file formats for internal management during production.  
Within the MAM, throughout production, only two video codecs are used: one for SD and 
one for HD video.  This simplifies the production workflow, while simultaneously ensuring 
the media is not transcoded at each stage in the process (thereby degrading the quality 
of the archived file and creating bottlenecks).  The MAM has been configured with 
standardized processes to transcode media that does not conform to the standard upon 
ingest, and is also able to export media in a variety of file formats to meet end user or 
system needs.   

 
These design principles are reflected throughout the description of the system, as can be seen 
in the sections below.  
 

Selection of vendors 
Six MAM vendors were evaluated at the inception of this project.  Dalet was chosen out of these 
for a number of compelling reasons, some of the most important of which are:  

1. Dalet was willing to get deeply involved in gathering system functional requirements with 
the various user groups at WNET and were committed to designing a system that met 
these diverse needs.   

2. Their system did not require expensive SAN storage; it can run on multiple network-
attached storage (NAS) units, which meant lower costs, simple configuration, and easy 
administration.   

3. The Dalet system features security and access controls that were attractive to many 
departments at WNET.  Within the MAM, access and permissions controls allow users to 
make content available to everybody in the organization, only to their department, only to 
another individual user, or any other combination of these -- the access controls can be 
entirely customized.  While WNET has the option of using these security controls to 
restrict access, we are instead choosing to be as open as possible across the 
organization, as more access to the media means that more people will have the 
opportunity to enhance that asset record with metadata. 

4. The Dalet system could support our chosen video formats. 
5. The Dalet system could be configured to import and export a subset of PBCore (and 

other metadata formats).  
6. The Dalet system offered an integrated solution that supported workflows from the start 

of production all the way through distribution. 
 

Requirements gathering process 
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This early phase was critical to ensuring that the MAM would support, and be trusted by various 
users across the organization.  Representatives from WNET’s IT, post-production, and archives 
departments, along with the Dalet product manager, formed the MAM project team responsible 
for requirements gathering.  As the Dalet representative is an engineer in charge of new 
features to be included in future phases of the product’s development, his role in the 
requirements gathering process was mutually beneficial to both WNET and Dalet: It was a way 
for him to get ideas on how to develop his product, while simultaneously making sure that 
product aligned with the station’s needs.   
 
Collectively, the MAM project team interviewed all production groups and key support 
departments (including rights, promos, web, ingest, post-production tech support, graphic 
design, and education).  Current workflows for all phases of the content lifecycle of each 
production group were documented, as was the volume of media produced, and the rate of 
content creation.  These groups were also asked about their plans for future growth and 
anticipated change of workflows. 
 

File formats 
As mentioned above, one of the core design principles for the file-based workflow and 
preservation-compliant MAM was to simplify processes by limiting the number of file formats 
managed throughout the content lifecycle.  Before the MAM implementation began, WNET had 
selected the DVC Pro family of codecs as the in-house standard.  The formats required for 
import into the MAM are: 
 

● HD video: QuickTime-wrapped DVC Pro HD 1080i60 with up to 16 Mono 16bit 48kHz 
audio channels 

● SD video: QuickTime-wrapped DV50 NTSC with up to 12 Mono 16bit 48kHz audio 
channels 

● Audio: AIFF PCM Stereo at 48kHz 16 bit 
 
A full list of the variants within this codec family in use within the system is available in the 
appendix.   
 
The MAM handles the import, export, and storage of a limited number of formats, a feature that 
aligns with the station’s goals.  Files received from external sources in formats that do not 
conform to the system’s specifications can be easily transcoded to the MAM-supported input 
formats (a description of this process is provided in the “Ingest” section below).   Internally, as a 
requirement of the MAM vendor, files are stored as an un-muxed (unwrapped) set of bit 
streams.  The MAM outputs only this limited number of formats, however, the station can 
transcode to most other formats as needed by an end user utilizing tools outside of the MAM (a 
description of this process is provided in the “Distribution” section below).  The standard output 
format, QuickTime wrapped DVC Pro, is archived by the station. 
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The DVC Pro format was selected for a number of reasons. Most important is its applicability to 
all stages of the content lifecycle, from acquisition to production, distribution and preservation.  
Cameras create files in this format natively, it is ideal for editing, it is a common delivery format 
for distribution, and it is a practical contribution format to a preservation repository. Using this 
format from inception to archiving simplifies workflows and ensures that the quality is not 
degraded by transcoding at different stages in lifecycle. While the bit rate is low enough that it 
can be used for editing over the network, 75% of production needs are supported by lower 
resolution proxies created by the MAM at the time of ingest, meaning the larger files do not have 
to be accessed at all times.  Furthermore, by working almost exclusively with this one format 
family, WNET staff have developed an in-depth understanding of how this format behaves, and 
are well-prepared to address issues that arise.  Finally, from a preservation perspective, both 
DVC Pro and QuickTime enjoy wide adoption and support, making them ideal for long-term 
retention.  Future migration processes will be simplified due to the uniformity of the collection. 
 

Use of PBCore 
An important goal of the MAM system was to effectively utilize PBCore in the metadata model.  
While PBCore did not support all of our needs, nor could it be implemented exactly (none of the 
MAM systems WNET evaluated supported PBCore out of the box), it acted as a guideline for 
decisions about the internal metadata model.   
 
The general process for designing the metadata structure and fields within the MAM focused on 
particular production use cases.  A typical scenario would involve the analysis of a use case, 
and development of a concise set of fields appropriate for that use case.  Corresponding 
PBCore elements would then be identified and used as a template for final field design. Thus, 
there was a back and forth between designing the user interface and mapping to PBCore for 
export: just as the field design and UI are affected by PBCore’s structure, the configuration of 
PBCore for export is affected by specific needs of production.   
 
The MAM supports import of PBCore XML as well as export of valid PBCore for delivery to 
external systems, and in fact, PBCore is our preferred format for metadata delivered from 
external systems.  However, because of database limitations, the full one-to-many asset-to-
instantiation model enabled by PBCore could not be utilized in the import and export design.  
Instead, a single PBCore record is output for each instantiation.  When importing PBCore 
records that contain multiple instantiations for a single asset (such as an episode of a program 
with tape, file, and DVD instantiations), each instantiation must be turned into its own PBCore 
document containing all asset level (descriptive and rights) information.   
 

Storage 
WNET’s media storage system is hierarchical, consisting of spinning disk storage for 
production, production backup, proxies, and proxies backup, and offline LTO storage for 
archiving.  The system is designed around two basic principles: protect against data loss, and 
provide continuous uptime for active production projects. 
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Primary production storage for DVC Pro media are NAS (Network Attached Storage) servers.  
The NAS servers are Apple Xserves with 4Gbps link aggregated ethernet network connections 
and Infortrend brand storage chassis with Fibre Channel connections to the NAS server.  Each 
storage chassis is 12 terabytes, and each NAS server can support many storage units via a 
Fibre Channel switch.  Each NAS server can support up to 6 concurrent Final Cut Pro editors 
using DVC Pro HD.  Some production groups use only part of one storage unit, other groups 
use several storage units.  Some production groups share a NAS server with other groups, 
other groups use several NAS servers. 
 
Every primary production storage unit has all data duplicated on another storage unit.  This 
backup system is a single Xserve NAS with many Infortrend storage chassis.  In fact, 50% of 
WNET's storage chassis are on the backup system -- one for each production chassis.  When 
files are ingested into the MAM, the MAM automatically makes an identical copy of the media 
and puts it in the backup system.  Media in the backup copy is actively managed by the MAM 
and kept in sync with production storage, meaning if the production copy of a piece of media is 
deleted the backup copy is also deleted.  The purpose of this backup configuration is to keep 
production operating.  In the event of a failure of a production NAS, the affected production 
group can switch to using the backup NAS with only slightly degraded performance.  If two 
production NAS servers fail, both groups can use the backup NAS, but with degraded 
performance. 
 
Proxy servers are also NAS servers: Dells running Windows 2007 Server with 5.5 terabyte 
Infortrend storage.  Backup of the proxy media is not managed by the MAM, but by an external 
process that synchronizes all proxies to an identical NAS server several times per hour.  If the 
proxy NAS server fails, the MAM can be pointed at the backup proxy server. 
 
The archiving system consists of a 20 terabyte spinning disk cache, two LTO-3 drives, a 50 slot 
jukebox, and EMC Legato NetWorker software.  At the time files are ingested into the MAM, 
files are copied to the archiving system cache.  Legato then writes each file to two LTO tapes, 
then the tapes are ejected from the jukebox.  Personnel then sends the clone to offsite storage 
and stores the master tape in a climate controlled storage facility in WNET’s offices.  Archiving 
at the moment files appear in WNET's MAM functions to prevent data loss.  For more details 
about WNET's archiving system see the “Archive data flow” section below. 
 

Ingest 
In order to simplify downstream processes, all media received by WNET’s Ingest department is 
normalized on a small set of file formats before production begins.  As previously discussed, 
WNET’s MAM can only ingest this small set of formats, so before media can be ingested into 
the MAM, any file not already in one of the house formats must be transcoded.  For formats that 
WNET encounters regularly, numerous automated processes have been set up in Telestream 
Flip Factory to transcode the files and deliver the standardized files to a MAM ingest 
watchfolder.  If a more rare format is encountered, the Ingest department has a number of tools 
at their disposal to transcode to one of the target ingest formats for the MAM: Telestream 
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Episode, MPEG Stream Clip, Compressor, and Final Cut Pro.  If files are already in the house 
format they can be ingested immediately using the MAM’s ingest watchfolders. 
 
Once files are ready for ingest, the MAM watchfolder ingest data flow operates as follows: 

1. MAM detects a file, unwraps, and copies it to production storage 
2. MAM creates a title in the Ingest department's virtual folder in the MAM 
3. Ingest staff can begin entering metadata.  A small set of metadata is requested from 

producers for every ingest (see screenshots of ingest forms in the appendix) 
4. MAM creates a proxy low resolution video file to be used in the MAM Windows client 

(see the “Pre-edit and collaboration” section below for details about the Windows and 
web clients) 

5. MAM creates proxy to be used in the web client 
6. Ingest drags the title into the production group's virtual folder in the MAM, delivering the 

media to the producer 
7. A process outside of the MAM copies both proxies to the backup proxy server several 

times an hour 
8. MAM copies the high resolution media to backup storage 
9. MAM exports the high resolution media from the backup storage to the archive cache, 

wrapping it in QuickTime 
10. MAM exports an XML record of the title to the archive cache (see “Archive dataflow and 

workflow” for more details about archiving data flow) 
 

Acquisition 
WNET acquires digital media from camera crews in the field, in-house studio shoots, captures 
of baseband feeds, captures of video tape, and file transfers from external partners.  Ensuring 
that media being acquired -- along with enough metadata to make sense of the media -- 
survives the trip from the originating source to the point at which it can be ingested into the 
MAM is obviously critical both to production and preservation.  As a part of this project, WNET 
has developed simple and streamlined processes for making sure acquired media is 
successfully ushered through to the MAM. 
 
Procedures for capturing video tape, baseband feeds, and in-house studio recordings are 
relatively simple: WNET’s MAM can control tape decks, video routers, and servers with video 
cards for recording.  This means files recorded using these tools immediately have all the 
benefits (such as a metadata record in the MAM, proxies, copies in backup and the archive) of 
the ingest process described above.  With separate video servers, WNET would need to acquire 
or build additional software to automate the transcoding, transfer, and ingest of files from the 
video server to the MAM.  With Dalet’s integrated video servers, the MAM automatically handles 
these processes, meaning that videos recorded by the MAM’s video servers are immediately 
registered in the MAM as titles containing information about the files’ provenance: the server 
which did the recording, a timestamp, the capture operator, and, if pre-configured, the 
department and production project information.  Additional metadata can be entered by the 
technician operating the capture software.  If the capture is automated on a schedule, additional 
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information about what is expected on the scheduled recording can be pre-configured.  Once 
created, files ingested in this way are subject to the automated data flow described in the 
“Ingest” section, meaning the files are in the house standard file format and have copies in 
backup storage and the archive. 
 
WNET very frequently receives files from external partners that are transferred to WNET 
electronically or delivered on hard drives.  When content is being delivered to WNET from an 
external partner as digital files, we recommend that the partner deliver our house standard video 
format, QuickTime DVC Pro HD, and metadata as PBCore XML.  When partners cannot provide 
this format we simply transform the content to these formats before ingesting into the MAM.  If 
we regularly receive the same format, we will set up automated and tested processes for 
transforming from the received format to our house format and handing the created files directly 
to a MAM ingest watchfolder. 
 
WNET has set up two primary options for electronically transferring files to or from WNET.  
Aspera provides accelerated file transfers for partners we frequently exchange files with.  
MassTransit provides a very easy way for users to set up one-time transfers on an ad hoc basis.  
Several automated data flows have been set up to send files from the MAM to partners and 
from partners to WNET’s MAM via these transfer mechanisms. 
 
The acquisition of field recordings is somewhat more complex.  In the past, shoots would 
produce a box of video tapes, each with a very brief note about the contents of the tape 
scrawled on the tape label.  This little bit of information would help staff of the camera crew or 
editing project to ensure that all the media from the shoot was brought into the edit session, and 
to make decisions about which tape was needed when.  Physical tapes would be carried or sent 
to the editing location and ingested into the editing environment using the appropriate tape deck 
for the tape format.  The editing staff and the camera staff would have to coordinate to make 
sure one of the groups had access to a tape deck for the tape format being recorded.  The 
information contained in the notes on tapes labels would allow people browsing through the 
shelf where the tapes were stored to get a very rough idea of what content was on each tape, 
but could not be searched unless the information was typed into a database system. 
 
Now that cameras frequently produce digital files rather than tapes, similar steps of coordinating 
formats, content annotation, and ensuring delivery are necessary, but the tools and practices 
have changed.  In order to guarantee that media and descriptive information generated during 
field shoots make it into WNET’s editing environment -- and therefore all the way through to 
preservation packages -- WNET prescribes detailed instructions to camera crews, and 
recommendations for third party crews acquiring footage for WNET.  These instructions include 
specification of which cameras to use, settings for the cameras and output media, handling 
instructions for the media, and folder structure and naming conventions.  See “Field shoot 
media management instructions” in the appendix for details of the field shoot naming 
convention. 
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WNET does not currently have a production need for studio recordings to be fully integrated into 
the MAM.  Therefore, files are frequently recorded on the studio video server that eventually will 
need to be ingested into the MAM.  In order to facilitate identification of the media recorded in 
the studio during production, WNET has specified a detailed file naming convention for these 
files generated during studio recording.  Please see “Studio shoot file naming conventions” in 
the appendix for details of this file naming convention.  File names such as these could be 
parsed into the MAM’s XML update format and ingested into the MAM along with the media. 
 

Archive data flow 
WNET cannot afford to keep all of the media it ingests on spinning disk storage.  For each 
department and type of media there is an identified appropriate amount of time during which 
high-resolution files will stay online.  But in general, large, high-resolution media should be off 
production storage as soon as possible to make room for new projects. 
 
A critical design element of WNET’s MAM is that it combines a production system and an 
archiving system.  When media is initially ingested into the MAM, the media is copied to a 
system that writes it to LTO data tape and sends back to the MAM all the information necessary 
to restore the media from tape.  The data tapes are immediately ejected from the nearline 
jukebox.  Copies of the high-resolution media remain on high performance online storage 
throughout active production allowing craft editing, transcoding, and export, but are purged from 
online storage when production is complete.  The MAM system record for each asset contains a 
low-resolution version of the video for viewing and all metadata for the asset that has 
accumulated through production.  This record remains online in perpetuity (or as long as the 
system is maintained).  All functionality not requiring the high-resolution media -- such as 
cataloging, timecode-based logging, selecting sub-clips, creating clip bins, and creating rough 
cut timelines -- will still be possible instantaneously from the Windows or web clients.  If craft 
editing, transcoding, or exporting is necessary, the high-resolution media can be restored from 
data tape, then later purged again.  Producers and other end users can browse the catalog, 
view low-resolution video, and even complete the first 75% of their production process without 
needing to restore the high-resolution video.  When the producer is ready to finish her project, 
she can request that the media be restored from tape directly from the MAM interface, which will 
send a message to an archivist to retrieve the appropriate tapes and load them into the nearline 
LTO jukebox, which will automatically trigger the restoration of the requested file. 
 
The archive data flow is as follows: 

1. At the time of ingest, the MAM exports high-resolution media from backup storage to the 
archive cache, wrapping in QuickTime 

2. MAM exports an XML record of the title to the archive cache 
3. The archiving application writes each piece of media to LTO-3 data tape two times 
4. The media is then immediately deleted from the archive cache 
5. Both copies of the LTO tape are ejected from the jukebox 
6. One copy is sent offsite, the other copy is kept onsite 
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7. When the write job is complete, the archiving application updates the MAM's exported 
XML document to include all the information necessary to restore the high-resolution 
media from tape: 

a. location of the appropriate LTO tapes 
b. ID of the write job 
c. path to the file on tape 
d. date the write was completed 

8. The MAM sees that this XML file has been updated and uses it to update the metadata 
of the archived title and change its status to "Online and Archived" because it has been 
archived but the high-resolution media is still online for production 

9. When the production copy is purged, the status will be changed to "Offline and Archived" 
10. The titles of offline and archived content will stay online in perpetuity 
11. Each title contains proxy videos and all metadata 
12. All web and Windows client functions are still possible even with the high resolution 

media offline.  Only rendering within the MAM, exporting, and editing using Final Cut are 
not possible when the high-resolution media is offline 

13. If a user requires the high-resolution media, she can change the status of the title to "To 
Restore." This will trigger a message to be sent to production support personnel 
containing all information needed to restore the file from tape 

14. The support personnel will retrieve the data tape and load it into the jukebox, then start a 
restore to a dedicated restore watchfolder 

15. When the file is completely restored it will be unwrapped and copied to its original 
location, then the title's status will be changed to "Online and Archived" 

 

Archive selection in the MAM 
At this time, WNET retains all files ingested into the MAM.  This is practical only because only a 
few departments are actively using the MAM.  Because WNET archives all media when it is 
initially ingested into the MAM, any selection decisions would need to be made prior to ingest.  
When the system is expanded to the rest of the company it will be necessary for producers to 
specify as a part of an ingest request which retention schedule to follow for a piece of media.  
WNET hopes to make this simple by defining a small number of retention schedules for 
common media roles, which can be chosen by producers when they are placing an ingest 
request.  If WNET determines that a piece of media content which has already been sent to the 
archive should not be archived, the media on data tape can be “orphaned” by deleting the title in 
the MAM that references the media on data tape. 
 

Pre-edit and collaboration 
Once content has been ingested into the MAM, producers can begin to organize, annotate, and 
edit their media.  There are three ways to access the MAM: the web client, the Windows client, 
and -- described in the next section -- the Final Cut Pro plug-in.  The web client is accessible at 
any computer on WNET’s network and is easy to use, while the Windows client is limited to 
producers, editors, and their assistants and requires training.  All pre-edit and collaboration is 
done in the web and Windows clients, and 75% of the edit process can be completed using 
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these clients.   When a producer is ready to fine tune and finish her edit the project can be sent 
to Final Cut Pro.  Finished products are then sent back to MAM for further processing and 
distribution.  Before finishing in Final Cut Pro, all work is with low-resolution proxies. 
 
The pre-edit phase of production has the following sections: 

● Search and browse 
● View video 
● Organize records into a virtual folder structure 
● Enter asset-level metadata 
● Enter timecode-based metadata, including transcriptions 
● Create sub-clips 
● Organize clips into clip bins 
● Create simple rough cut edits on a timeline 

 
This phase of production is where the most accumulation of metadata occurs.  Assets are 
described and classified at every step of the process.  Sifting through media looking for a 
particular kind of shot, a producer might drag interesting clips into a folder, comment in title 
metadata fields that the clip contains candidate footage, select a timecode in and out and 
comment about the contents of the sub-clip, share an asset with a colleague and ask him to 
communicate his thoughts by typing comments into a metadata field.  As staff in different roles 
interact with the media, different types of data will be entered.  For example, the graphic design 
department might note use of the WNET logo, or the rights department might flag a shot of a 
celebrity who may require royalty payment.  Producers will type their transcripts directly into 
timecode-based metadata fields and their scripts into searchable text documents attached to a 
title.  User interaction with a clip is logged, such as username and timestamp that a metadata 
field was edited or a timeline was rendered.  If a clip is used in a timeline and that timeline is 
rendered into a new title, both the timeline and new title will reference the original clip. 
 

Edit 
The Final Cut Pro plug-in allows editors to finish their edits in a sophisticated craft editor, then 
return the finished product to the MAM.  Using the MAM's FCP plug-in, an editor can browse 
and search all the media in the MAM, and select individual media files, shot lists, and timelines 
to be brought directly into FCP.  All timecode based logging from the MAM will also come into 
FCP.  The media does not move or change in any way, FCP is accessing the video through the 
QuickTime reference file the MAM generated at the time of ingest. 
 
When the edit is complete, the editor can use the MAM's FCP plug-in to export the flattened file 
directly back into the MAM.  The same processes that take place during an ingest now take 
place for the flattened file, meaning the finished show is copied to backup storage and to the 
archive and proxies are created.  The FCP project file can also be ingested directly into the 
MAM to be stored alongside the media. 
 

Reuse and derivative works 
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Now that all the media and timelines for a project are stored in the MAM, other departments can 
use it to create derivative works or new programming.  The promos department can create 
promos, the web department can make sub-clips and different edits for the web, another 
department could make a version for international audiences, another department could browse 
through the raw footage and find a shot they need for a different show, future productions could 
create entirely new programming based on the content of the raw footage, such as interviews.  
Because the MAM functions as a workspace for organizing and thinking through new ideas, 
these users’ comments will get attached to the media.  Thus at each stage of reuse new layers 
of metadata will be added.  This accumulation of descriptive information will help make the 
content more discoverable to other users. 
 

Distribution 
The most essential feature of a preservation-compliant production MAM system is a necessity 
for both preservation and efficient production: the system must be able to create and export self-
contained packages for each asset, consisting of media and metadata. The deliverables of 
production projects in the digital age are always some format of digital media file along with 
associated descriptive metadata. This is true whether the content is being delivered within an 
organization to the local broadcast system, the web content management system, the legal 
department for review, or outside the organization to a distributor, broadcaster, or captioning 
service. Every production group will have a set of partners to whom they regularly deliver 
packages with a similar internal structure. It is a requirement of a MAM for administrators to be 
able to define multiple export and packaging processes that can then be triggered by production 
staff. The elements of a typical export package are one or more media files in standard formats, 
an XML metadata file in a standard format, and a wrapper for the package such as a common 
zip file. WNET has dozens of export, transformation, and delivery processes pre-configured for 
common delivery tasks, one of which is the delivery of media to the Library of Congress for 
preservation as a demonstration for the NDIIPP project. 
 
The generic data flow for any export process is as follows: 

1. A producer fills out the forms for an asset so that all the metadata fields required by the 
receiving party are completed. 

2. The producer drags the title into the pre-configured virtual folder for this export process. 
3. The MAM detects that the title has been added to the folder and triggers the export 

process. 
4. The asset’s high-resolution media in the MAM’s internal storage format (see “File 

formats” section) is wrapped in QuickTime and copied to a dedicated storage staging 
location for exports of media for this process. 

5. The export location for the high-resolution media for this process is a watchfolder of a 
Telestream Flip Factory process which is pre-configured to transform the MAM's export 
format into the receiving party's required format and put the resulting media in a second 
staging location. 
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6. In parallel with the export and transcode of media, the MAM will use its internal XML 
transformation engine and a pre-configured XSL document to export an XML document 
in the receiving party's required metadata format. 

7. A small script creates a new folder, puts the media and metadata files into the folder, 
and moves the folder to a dedicated folder for transfers to the receiving party on one of 
WNET's file transfer servers: ProFTPd, Aspera, or MassTransit. 

8. The receiving party can then download the package of metadata and media. 
 
The specific export process for the demonstration file transfer to the Library of Congress is as 
follows: 

1. An asset -- or a batch of assets -- is selected in WNET’s MAM system and copied to a 
virtual folder that triggers the export, packaging, and file transfer process. 

2. The asset’s high-resolution media in the MAM’s internal storage format (see “File 
formats” section) is wrapped in QuickTime and copied to a dedicated storage staging 
location for this export process. 

3. Because WNET stores all high-resolution media in the same format -- which is frequently 
the same format in which it was acquired -- it is not necessary to perform an additional 
transcode when delivering to a preservation repository. 

4. In parallel with the export of media, the MAM will use its internal XML transformation 
engine and a pre-configured XSL document to export a PBCore XML document. 

5. pybagit (http://pypi.python.org/pypi/pybagit/1.5.0) is used to package the QuickTime 
DVC Pro HD file and PBCore XML file into a BagIt “bag.” 

6. The bag is copied to a staging server for external file transfers. 
7. An ssh connection is established with a server at the Library of Congress and the bag is 

transferred using rsync. 
 

Appendix 
Standard production workflow 
 
Ingest raw field footage: 

1. Production staff shoots footage with Panasonic P2 camera and optionally transfers 
footage to external hard drives. 

2. Production staff submits a ScheduAll ingest job request for the footage to be ingested.  
This contains minimal data necessary to complete the Ingest form: 

a. ScheduAll job number (automatically generated) 
b. Asset name 
c. Reel name, tape number, or card number 
d. Submitted by 
e. Date ingested (automatically generated) 
f. Producer 
g. NOLA Root (NOLA is 4 character ID for TV series) 
h. NOLA Episode number code 
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i. Series Title 
j. Episode Title 
k. Department/Production Unit 
l. Description of audio channels (e.g. Channel 1: interviewer) 

3. Ingest staff receives ScheduAll request. 
4. Production staff drops off hard drive or P2 cards with Ingest. 
5. Ingest staff uses Final Cut Pro to re-wrap P2 media (natively de-muxed) as self 

contained QuickTime files.  Destination is an internal drive on the FCP workstation. 
6. If the media is not in one of the formats below, it must be transcoded in Flip Factory, 

Episode, or Compressor prior to ingest into the MAM: 
a. HD video: QuickTime-wrapped DVC Pro HD 1080i60 with up to 16 Mono 16bit 

48kHz audio channels 
b. SD video: QuickTime-wrapped DV50 NTSC with up to 12 Mono 16bit 48kHz 

audio channels 
c. Audio: AIFF PCM Stereo at 48kHz 16 bit 

7. Ingest staff copies self-contained QT files to MAM ingest watchfolder. 
8. MAM creates a "title" -- a MAM record representing an asset -- for each file, and puts it 

in the category -- or virtual folder -- called "Categories/Ingest/Interactive." 
9. MAM gives newly ingested titles the status "New." 
10. MAM sets the ingest time to a timestamp at the time the file was detected in the ingest 

watch folder. 
11. MAM uses the ingested file name as the (possibly temporary) title name. 
12. If the file name is not already used as a MAM internal unique ID, then the file name is 

used as an ID for the title.  If the file name is already used then a unique ID is generated. 
13. MAM unwraps self contained QT files and puts them in production storage.  The files are 

stored internally as separate dv, wav, and tcd files with a QT reference mov file. 
14. MAM creates MPEG2 and H.264 proxies in MAM proxy storage. 
15. MAM copies the high-resolution media from production storage to nearline backup 

spinning-disk storage. 
16. From the nearline storage, MAM wraps high-resolution media in QuickTime and exports 

to WNET's custom archiving application watchfolder (a custom Python/SQLite 
application that interacts with EMC Legato NetWorker). 

17. MAM exports an XML containing all metadata for the title to the archiving application 
watchfolder. 

18. The archiving application translates the MAM-exported XML to PBCore 1.2. 
19. The archiving application submits the master video file and PBCore XML to a queue to 

be written to LTO data tape. 
20. Two copies of each data tape are written.  Both are removed from the robotic library: an 

access copy is kept in on-site temperature controlled storage, and a disaster recovery 
copy is sent to off-site temperature controlled storage. 

21. The archiving application returns back to MAM information about the data tape write job 
necessary to restore the files. 

22. MAM changes the status of the archived title to "Online and Archived." 
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23. Ingest staff copies metadata from the ScheduAll ingest job request into the Asset 
Manager Form for the titles ingested. 

24. Ingest staff drags titles into the category specified in the ScheduAll request. 
25. Ingest staff deletes original media from FCP workstation internal drive. 
26. Production staff catalogs the media using the Production form. 

 
Pre-Edit in the MAM Windows Heavy Client: 

1. Production staff organize their media using the virtual folder structure without changing 
the location of files on disk. 

2. Search and browse media across all production departments in the enterprise, including 
offline media and yet to be digitized physical legacy media. 

3. View low resolution proxies. 
4. Add metadata to titles' Production asset manager form. 
5. Log and transcribe footage with timecode markers and in/out points. 
6. Select clips and bundle together in a bin. 
7. Write scripts. 
8. Create a rough cut in a timeline and render to a single title. 
9. Edit for repackaging, such as replacing audio and graphics and sub-clipping. 
10. Record a scratch voice over. 

 
Edit in Final Cut Pro: 

1. Using MAM FCP plug-in, Production staff can browse the virtual folder structure to find 
and import a timeline, a shot list, or pieces of media. 

2. Import will connect the client to the high-resolution media in-place. 
3. Export finished piece to MAM (both clean split-track version and final version for 

distribution) using the MAM FCP plug-in. 
4. New title for finished piece will show up in the category chosen by the editor. 
5. On MAM heavy client, catalog the finished piece using the Production form. 

 
Export for transcoding and distribution: 

1. In MAM, Production staff select a finished show title and export port it to a selected 
external partner. 

2. User fills out the metadata form corresponding to deliverables for the partner for the 
selected finished show title. 

3. User drags the title to the export folder for the partner. 
4. MAM exports high-resolution media to a pre-configured transcode process dedicated to 

this export process. 
5. The transcoding application delivers the transcoded media to an FTP server. 
6. MAM translates and exports metadata as XML to an FTP server. 

 
Screening of proxy by any user within WNET: 

1. Users can use the MAM web client to log in from any computer on WNET's network and 
view video 
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Episode "close-out" procedure: 
1. Production staff ingests the final version of the Final Cut Project file into MAM by clicking 

and dragging into the same category as the other titles associated with this project. 
2. User catalogs the FCP file title using the Production form. 
3. User reviews all high-resolution media associated with this project, verifies that all media 

is in Archives. 
4. User changes status of all media that is no longer needed online to "Purge" to remove 

the high-resolution media from production and nearline storage. 
5. User moves titles and categories from the Production group's virtual folder to the 

"archive" folder. 
 
Restore from archives: 

1. User changes status of a title to "To be restored." 
2. MAM sends a notification to users in the "Archives Media Managers" and "Ingest Media 

Managers" groups with links to the titles to be restored. 
3. Users in the "Archives Media Managers" group retrieve LTO tapes and bring them to the 

LTO restore station in the Ingest department. 
4. Users in the "Ingest Media Managers" group run the Legato NetWorker restore 

command from the "Legato" field of the title to be restored and Legato will ask for the 
users to insert specific tapes in the robotic library. 

5. Ingesters insert the tapes and restore the files to a dedicated MAM ingest watchfolder for 
restores. 

6. MAM matches the file name with a title ID and puts the restored high-resolution file in the 
appropriate storage unit and title. 

7. MAM changes the status of the title to "Restored." 
8. MAM sends a notification to the user who changed the status to "To be restored." 

 
 

Field shoot media management instructions 
 
Born-Digital Camera Media Handling Guidelines 

● Never modify the files or names of files generated by the camera. 
● Instead, put files generated by the camera in the special folder structure described 

below. 
● Always make at least two copies of all media created in the field on at least two separate 

hard drives. 
 
General Folder Naming Guidelines 

● Use ONLY the following characters in folder names: 
○ English alphabet characters lowercase "a" - "z" 
○ English alphabet characters uppercase "A" - "Z" 
○ Numbers "0" - "9" 
○ Underscore "_" 
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● Never use any other character or symbol in a folder or file name 
● Folder names should not exceed 24 characters 
● Adhere exactly to the formats specified below 
● Do not add additional characters beyond what is specified in the format below 
● Do not fail to include all of the parts of folder names specified in the format below 

 
Folder Structure Format 

● <NOLA>_<producer initials>_<location of shoot>_<title or very brief description of shoot 
for project 1> 

○ <YYYYMMDD>_<optional brief description of day 1> 
■card<##>_<optional brief description of card contents> 

● CONTENTS (for P2), BPAV (for XDCAM) - never more than one 
folder here 

■(...more cards...) 
○ (...more days...) 

● (another project, in rare cases) 
 
Folder Structure Example 

● WOFO_YL_Iran_Communism 
○ 20090514_Market Int w Joe 

■card01_shots of Market 
● CONTENTS 

■card02_Joe int 1 
● CONTENTS 

■card03_Joe int 1 Dan int 
● CONTENTS 

○ 20090515_shots of river 
■card01_river shots elephant 

● CONTENTS 
■card02_river funeral 

● CONTENTS 
● WOFO_MT_Detroit_Canadian refugees trip 

○ 20090612_mayor interview 
■card01_mayor johnson 

● CONTENTS 
 
Folder Structure Description 
 
Top-level folder 
Format: <NOLA>_<producer initials>_<location of shoot>_<title or very brief description of 
shoot for project 1> 
 
Example: WOFO_YL_Iran_Communism 
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What is this folder for? - The purpose of this folder is to contain all footage shot on one shoot or 
a set of shoots for the same project. If there is footage for more than one project on a hard drive 
you can create one folder for each project. 
 
NOLA - Four character abbreviation for the series or project name. Programs that are nationally 
distributed by PBS have an official NOLA code which you must use here. For programs that do 
not have PBS-issued NOLA codes, please agree on a four character abbreviation with 
WNET.ORG post production operations, broadcast operations, project management, and most 
importantly within your own department. NOLA codes are always 4 English alphabetic 
characters written in all upper case. 
 
Producer initials - Two letter initials of the name of the producer in charge of this shoot. 
 
Location of shoot - The name of the country, city, or neighborhood where the shoot takes place. 
 
Title or very brief description of shoot for project 1 - Use the end of the folder name to provide a 
title or VERY brief description of the content. The total folder name should not exceed 24 
characters. 
 
Folder for a day of shoots 
Format: <YYYYMMDD>_<optional brief description of day 1> 
 
Example: 20090514_Market Int w Joe 
 
What is this folder for? - The purpose of this folder is to contain all footage shot on one shoot or 
a set of shoots for the same project on the same day. If this is a multi-day shoot, you can create 
multiple folders like this one, one for each day of shooting. 
 
YYYYMMDD - The date of the shoots. In format year month day, with 4 numbers for year, 2 
numbers for month, and 2 numbers for date, with no spaces between the numbers. 
 
Optional brief description of day 1 - Use the end of the folder name to provide a title or VERY 
brief description of the content shot on this day. The total folder name should not exceed 24 
characters. 
 
Folder of one disk or card 
Format: card<##>_<optional brief description of card contents 
 
Example: card01_shots of Market 
 
What is this folder for? - The purpose of this folder is to contain all files generated by the camera 
on ONE piece of removable media, such as a P2 card, XDCAM disk, XDCAM SxS card, or SD 
card. It is absolutely crucial that the files in this folder are an exact copy of the contents of one 
piece of removable media. The files must not be modified in any way, such as file or folder 
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renaming. If there is more than one piece of removable media, each one will need it's own 
folder. 
 
card<##> - This is the sequence number of the card on this day. For example, if you shoot 9 
cards in one day you will have card folders card01 through card09. Always use two digit 
numbers, starting with "0" if the sequence number is less than 10. 
 
Optional brief description of card contents - Use the end of the folder name to provide a title or 
VERY brief description of the content on this card. The total folder name should not exceed 24 
characters. 
 
Contents of disk or card 
Inside the folder of one disk or card, put the exact copy of the contents of the disk or card. 

● P2 
○ "CONTENTS" folder 
○ never more than one "CONTENTS" folder in a card folder 

● XDCAM 
○ "BPAV" folder 
○ never more than one "BPAV" folder in a card folder 

● SD card 
○ all files on the card 

 
 

Studio shoot file naming conventions 
 
Studio recordings 
<series ID ><date>_<title>_<camera description>_<Interview or Page>_<sequence number> 
 
Example 
NETK20100519_HELO_PG_N_1 
(for Need To Know shoot May 19, 2010, Interview, Hello section, Program record, take 1) 
 
Explanation 

● Series ID = the 4 character official PBS or WNET internal code for the series 
● Date = needs to be in the format YYYYMMDD 
● Title = maximum of 4 characters title or abbreviation of the title of the segment. For 

example, HELO, BLOM, OPEN. 
● Camera description = max 3 character description of the camera angle or line. 

○ For Need To Know only: Two abbreviations will have special meaning: 
■PG = "Program." This file will be moved before all other files with the same 

title. 
■PGB = "Program Backup." This file will be moved after all other files with the 

same title. 
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● Interview/Page = "N" stands for Interview, "P" stands for Page 
● Sequence number = one character sequence or take number 

 
Roll-In footage copied to the studio video server f or playback during production 
 
Format 
<series ID><YYYYMMDD>ROLL<Roll in piece sequence #> 
 
Example 
LIWP20091130ROLL001 
 
Explanation 

● 4 character series ID -- If the series has a PBS NOLA code (for example, Nature has 
NAAT) use the NOLA code, if it does not use a NOLA code please use a four letter 
abbreviation of the series name and communicate this abbreviation to Post Production 
Tech Support staff 

● YYYYMMDD -- This is the date the file WILL BE BROADCAST. 
● "ROLL" -- Identifies the file as being a Roll-In content. 
● Roll in piece sequence # -- Label your roll in files 001 through ### in the order they will 

be used. Always use a three digit number starting with 001. 
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File formats 
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Screenshots of metadata entry forms 
 
Ingest Form 
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LTO Retrieval Form (automatically completed) 
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Basic Production Form 
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PBCore Archiving Form - Intellectual Content Section 
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PBCore Archiving Form - Intellectual Property Section, Extension Section, Format Identifiers 
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PBCore Archiving Form - Instantiation Information 
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PBCore Archiving Form - Essence Tracks 
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PBCore Archiving Form - Annotation 
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Sample XML for updating metadata fields in WNET’s M AM 
(This sample is for updating the fields for tracking archived media on offline data tapes) 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<Titles> 
<Title> 
<key1>4232</key1> 
<LegatoArchiving> ssid      ssflags fl pool          volume           date     lvl client 
3745818085 vF     hb DigitalArchiveClone 002641     01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     mb DigitalArchive 002642          01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     mb DigitalArchive 002643          01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     tb DigitalArchive 002644          01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     mb DigitalArchiveClone 002645     01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     mb DigitalArchiveClone 002646     01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     tb DigitalArchiveClone 002647     01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     mb DigitalArchive 002673          01/29/11 full qfsserver 
3745818085 vF     hb DigitalArchive 002678          01/29/11 full qfsserver 
</LegatoArchiving> 
<LegatoArchivingSSID>3745818085</LegatoArchivingSSID> 
<LegatoArchivingPath>//qfsserver/storage1/cache/jobsA/job20110128_1296247497.87</Legato
ArchivingPath> 
<DateWrittentoLTOTape>29/01/2011</DateWrittentoLTOTape> 
<LTOOriginalTapeNumber>002642</LTOOriginalTapeNumber> 
<LTOOriginalTapeNumber>002643</LTOOriginalTapeNumber> 
<LTOOriginalTapeNumber>002644</LTOOriginalTapeNumber> 
<LTOOriginalTapeNumber>002673</LTOOriginalTapeNumber> 
<LTOOriginalTapeNumber>002678</LTOOriginalTapeNumber> 
<LTOCloneTapeNumber>002641</LTOCloneTapeNumber> 
<LTOCloneTapeNumber>002645</LTOCloneTapeNumber> 
<LTOCloneTapeNumber>002646</LTOCloneTapeNumber> 
<LTOCloneTapeNumber>002647</LTOCloneTapeNumber> 
<titlestatus>Online and Archived</titlestatus> 
</Title> 
</Titles> 
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Sample XML metadata export of all fields 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<DaletStandardXML timestamp="2011-04-24T20:04:17.000" id="574eff28-046c-400d-917d-
4e064724f421" 
                  revision="Revision: 82743, URL: svn://gfn-
svn:3692/branches/builds/3.4/src/java/CCBuild Built at Tue Dec 28 04:45:47 IST 2010 (82717), 
Built on dpbuilder-05 by Scdev"> 
   <Origin> 
      <siteVersion>3.4</siteVersion> 
      <siteName>WNETDalet</siteName> 
   </Origin> 
   <Titles> 
      <Title> 
         <GUID>871331a8-111c-448a-ac30-f9e08558e840</GUID> 
         <endDate>2038-07-31T20:01:40.140</endDate> 
         <isAversion>0</isAversion> 
         <year>2010-01-01T06:01:01.000</year> 
         <frameRate>30000</frameRate> 
         <useManualDuration>0</useManualDuration> 
         <frames>60853</frames> 
         <versionNumber>-1</versionNumber> 
         <startDate>2010-09-20T21:45:11.387</startDate> 
         <is_rotational_cart>0</is_rotational_cart> 
         <fadeOut>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</fadeOut> 
         <keepDate>2011-03-16T20:01:40.140</keepDate> 
         <isRecorded>0</isRecorded> 
         <isOnline>1</isOnline> 
         <recordDate>1900-01-01T05:00:00.000</recordDate> 
         <createdAt>2010-09-20T21:45:11.480</createdAt> 
         <intro>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</intro> 
         <mediaProcessStatus>1</mediaProcessStatus> 
         <interface>Undefined</interface> 
         <type>Video</type> 
         <endOffset>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</endOffset> 
         <readRate>0</readRate> 
         <fadeIn>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</fadeIn> 
         <crossfade>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</crossfade> 
         <modifiedAt>2011-04-24T20:04:06.730</modifiedAt> 
         <yearComposed>1900-01-01T06:01:01.000</yearComposed> 
         <frameScale>1001</frameScale> 
         <no_overwrite>0</no_overwrite> 
         <killDate>2065-12-15T20:01:40.140</killDate> 
         <duration>P0:33:50.461766S NTSCDF</duration> 
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         <beginOffset>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</beginOffset> 
         <manualDuration>P0:0:0.000S NTSCDF</manualDuration> 
         <mainStatus>TEST</mainStatus> 
         <fileName>\\postproxy01\proxy01\h264\0000235C.mp4</fileName> 
         <itemCode>2332</itemCode> 
         <language>English</language> 
         <Category> 
            <longName>Video</longName> 
            <fullName>CATEGORIES/Interactive/The City Concealed/Raw Materials/20100917-
133/Video</fullName> 
            <shortName>Video</shortName> 
         </Category> 
         <categoryList> 
            <Category> 
               <longName>Video</longName> 
               <fullName>CATEGORIES/Interactive/The City Concealed/Raw Materials/20100917-
133/Video</fullName> 
               <shortName>Video</shortName> 
            </Category> 
            <Category> 
               <longName>Long</longName> 
               <fullName>CATEGORIES/Interactive/TEST/Long</fullName> 
               <shortName>Long</shortName> 
            </Category> 
            <Category> 
               <longName>Offline and suspect archived copy</longName> 
               <fullName>CATEGORIES/SysAdmin/Offline and suspect archived copy</fullName> 
               <shortName>Offline and susp</shortName> 
            </Category> 
         </categoryList> 
         <modifiedByName>Marmor Jonathan</modifiedByName> 
         <soundUnitName>H264</soundUnitName> 
         <Id>2198</Id> 
         <author>dalet_admin</author> 
         <createdByName>ADMIN</createdByName> 
         <name>20100917-tcc-133 TAPE 1</name> 
         <statusList> 
            <Status>TEST</Status> 
         </statusList> 
         <reference>ref</reference> 
         <assets> 
            <TextAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Legato Archiving</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>LegatoArchiving</attrTagName> 
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               <value> ssid      ssflags fl pool          volume           date     lvl client 
3173447782 vF     mb DigitalArchiveClone 002526     01/07/11 full qfsserver 
3173447782 vF     tb DigitalArchiveClone 002527     01/07/11 full qfsserver 
3173447782 vF     mb DigitalArchive 002566          01/07/11 full qfsserver 
3173447782 vF     hb DigitalArchiveClone 002570     01/07/11 full qfsserver 
3173447782 vF     hb DigitalArchive 002571          01/07/11 full qfsserver 
3173447782 vF     tb DigitalArchive 002572          01/07/11 full qfsserver 
</value> 
            </TextAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Media Integrity</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>MediaIntegrity</attrTagName> 
               <value>VALID</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Series Title</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>SeriesTitle</attrTagName> 
               <value>The City Concealed</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Producer Credit</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>ProducerCredit</attrTagName> 
               <value>Rezvani, Bijan</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Original Source Name</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>OriginalSourceName</attrTagName> 
               <value>Imported from Central Ingest DVCPRO HD container</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Submitted by</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>Submittedby</attrTagName> 
               <value>Rezvani, Bijan</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Production Unit</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>ProductionUnit</attrTagName> 
               <value>Interactive</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Episode Title</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>EpisodeTitle</attrTagName> 
               <value>133</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
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            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>ScheduALL Job Number</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>ScheduALLJobNumber</attrTagName> 
               <value>58529</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Legato Archiving SSID</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>LegatoArchivingSSID</attrTagName> 
               <value>3173447782</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Legato Archiving Path</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>LegatoArchivingPath</attrTagName> 
               <value>//qfsserver/storage1/cache/jobsA/job20101213_1292274653.36</value> 
            </StringAssetInfo> 
            <StringAssetInfoMulti> 
               <attrName>Shoe Size</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>ShoeSize</attrTagName> 
               <values> 
                  <s>11</s> 
               </values> 
            </StringAssetInfoMulti> 
            <StringAssetInfoMulti> 
               <attrName>Reel</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>Reel</attrTagName> 
               <values> 
                  <s>20100917-tcc-133 TAPE 1</s> 
               </values> 
            </StringAssetInfoMulti> 
            <StringAssetInfoMulti> 
               <attrName>LTO Original Tape Number</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>LTOOriginalTapeNumber</attrTagName> 
               <values> 
                  <s>002566</s> 
                  <s>002571</s> 
                  <s>002572</s> 
               </values> 
            </StringAssetInfoMulti> 
            <StringAssetInfoMulti> 
               <attrName>LTO Clone Tape Number</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>LTOCloneTapeNumber</attrTagName> 
               <values> 
                  <s>002526</s> 
                  <s>002527</s> 
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                  <s>002570</s> 
               </values> 
            </StringAssetInfoMulti> 
            <LongAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Clipping Required</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>ClippingRequired</attrTagName> 
               <value>0</value> 
            </LongAssetInfo> 
            <TimeDateAssetInfo> 
               <attrName>Date Written to LTO tape</attrName> 
               <attrTagName>DateWrittentoLTOtape</attrTagName> 
               <value>2011-01-07T05:00:00.000</value> 
            </TimeDateAssetInfo> 
         </assets> 
         <Locators> 
            <Locator LocatorType="THUMBNAIL" Tcin="U1970-01-01T05:00:00.000 NTSCDF" 
                     Tcout="U1970-01-01T05:33:50.428 NTSCDF" 
                     abbr="TN"/> 
         </Locators> 
         <visitedSites> 
            <Site>WNETDalet</Site> 
         </visitedSites> 
      </Title> 
   </Titles> 
</DaletStandardXML> 
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Storage system diagram 
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Servers and workstations system diagram  
(LTO data tape writing system is not in this diagram) 
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Guidelines for transferring to the Library of Congr ess 
From the Library of Congress.  Current as of April 1, 2011. 
 
Packaging the Content for Transfer to the Library o f Congress  

• It is ENCOURAGED to package the bag according to the BagIt Specification: 
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kunze-bagit-06. To summarize, a Bag is a single directory 
minimally containing the following: 

• A sub-directory named data which contains the payload files for the transfer. 
• A text file payload manifest named in the format manifest-<algorithm>.txt where 

<algorithm> refers to the cryptographic algorithm (e.g., md5, sha-1, etc.) used to 
generate the checksum values for the payload files. The payload manifest 
contains, most importantly, the local file path for each of the files in the data/ 
directory along with their associated checksums. 

• A text file named bagit.txt which specifies the version of the BagIt Specification 
(currently 0.96) to which the bag conforms. 

• A metadata text file named bag-info.txt which contains basic information about 
the bag and originating organization. Ideally, organizations should add metadata 
for the nine most basic fields, which must be done using the convention 
label:value. 

• The Bagger (desktop) or BIL (commandline) tools are available to assist with bagging at:  
http://sourceforge.net/projects/loc-xferutils/files/.  

• We recommend the following Bagging best practices: 
• Bag structure related  

o What should be base directory of my bag be named?  
� It is recommended that you name the base directory of your bag with 

a unique name for your bag. This makes identifying your bag easier 
(for humans) than giving all of your bags the same name.  

• Bag-info.txt related  
o Does the order of the bag-info.txt fields matter?  

� The BagIt Specification does not specify the order of the bag-info.txt 
fields. All Transfer tools are agnostic to the ordering of fields.  

o Does the capitalization of bag-info.txt field names matter?  
� According to the BagIt Specification, field names should be treated as 

case-insensitive. All Transfer tools treat field names as case-
insensitive.  

• Serialization related  
o BIL supports zip, tar, tar gz, and tar bz2. Which is recommended?  

� The best option is probably zip, since it is readily supported on 
Windows and Unix platforms. Users most comfortable on Unix 
platforms might choose one of the other options.  

• A project team can develop its own profile for the metadata contained in bag-info.txt.  
• The bag-info.txt acts as a shipping label that contains information about the transfer from 

the organization (content provider or service provider) to LC. Organizations using bags 
for transfers to LC should be strongly encouraged to use a bag-info.txt with the following 
minimum fields.  In this context, source refers to the organization transferring the content 
to LC, internal is within that organization, and external is outside that organization. 

• Source Organization 
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• External-Description  

• External-Identifier  

• Bag-Size  

• Payload-Oxum  
• The bag MAY be packaged as an inventory-ready bag. An inventory-ready bag contains 

all of the necessary information to be inventoried. An inventory-ready bag is a bag that 
conforms to the BagIt Specification and contains LC-specific tags in the bag-info.txt file 
that can be used to populate the attributes of the Bag in the Library’s Inventory System. 
The advantage of an inventory-ready bag is that it can be inventoried "as is," i.e., there is 
no need for the LC Transfer Operator to specify additional information when 
inventorying.  

• Bag-info.txt fields: 
o LC-Project: The id of the project that the bag is associated with.  
o LC-Bag-Id: The id of the bag.  
o LC-Content-Process: The id of the content process. Note that this content 

process will override a content process specified for the Project.  
o LC-Content-Type: The id of the content type. Note that this content type will 

override a content type specified for the Project. A content  
o LC-Test-Bag: "true" indicating that the bag is a test bag.  
o LC-Content-Provider: The id of the content provider. The content provider is 

optional.  
o LC-Service-Provider: The id of the service provider. The content provider is 

optional.  
o LC-Items: A list of item counts contained in the bag, separated by commas. This 

list is optional.  
• Once a Bag is created, it can be used to create what is called a Holey Bag, a name 

chosen to signify that the bag is empty and needs to be filled. The holey bag is 
essentially a complete bag that has been stripped of all payload data but additionally 
includes a text file named fetch.txt which indicates where the payload data can be 
downloaded. The holey bag is pushed to the intended bag receiver so that they may 
then pull the bag’s payload data. 

• The destination holey bag should have the same name as the source bag but be 
placed in a different directory (e.g., holeybags/) so as not to conflict with the 
content bag. The server’s base URL (e.g., rsync://server.loc.gov/transfer/) is 
combined with the local file path specified in the payload manifest to provide an 
absolute URL to each individual file and sub-directory in the payload directory. 

• If the content to be transferred is unbagged but serialized in a single location, such as a 
directory in a FTP or HTTP server, it is helpful if you can produce a manifest that 
includes a list of filenames and checksums.  Checksums can be produced using any 
common algorithm, such as MD5, SHA1, SHA256, or SHA512.  

• If the content is unbagged and to be transferred via an rsync manifest, that manifest 
should contain the list of filenames, paths to location on machine(s), and checksum. 

• There is no limit on Bag size, but for the best results, we suggest Bags of no larger than 
500 GB.  Please contact the Library about the transfer of larger Bags. 

 
Transferring the Content to the Library of Congress  
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• The Bag may be delivered by multiple mechanisms.  We currently support transfers via 
FTP, HTTP, and rsync.  All content packages will be subject to malware scan and 
validation against manifests. 

• Once content is prepared, provide the content receiver at the Library with all information 
needed to transfer either the complete or holey bag, or the unbagged content: 

o The access credentials needed (preferably over the phone and not in a cleartext 
email message). 

o The transfer protocol (HTTP, FTP, rsync). 
o URL for the content, along with any port number or subdirectory path. 

• In all cases, the Library will initiate a “pull” to transfer the content, rather than having 
partners “push” content into the Library’s environment. 

• If the content is to be transferred via a holey bag or an rsync manifest, the Library will 
first retrieve the holey bags and its fetch instructions or the rsync manifest, followed by a 
step to retrieve the content payload. 

• You will be notified at the completion of the transfer if it was successful, or if errors were 
encountered. 


